Abstract-Multimode interference (MMI) waveguides can be used to create wavelength-dependent spot patterns which enables simultaneous analyte detection on a single optofluidic chip, useful for disease diagnostics. The fidelity of such multi-spot patterns is important for high sensitivity and accurate target identification. Buried rib structures have been incorporated into these SiO 2 -based waveguides to improve environmental stability. Through experiments and simulation, this letter explores design parameters for a buried MMI rib waveguide based on anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguides in order to produce high-fidelity spot patterns. Optimal rib heights and widths are reported in the context of available microfabrication etch technology and performance for an optimized biosensor is shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTOFLUIDIC devices for use in lab-on-a-chip systems are being developed for applications such as chemical screening, genomic sequencing, and analyte detection for clinical diagnostics [1] , [2] . In recent years the push for clinical diagnostics has been expedited to address threats like the global outbreaks of Ebola hemorrhagic fever and Zika virus and the growing need for rapid detection and analysis of antibiotic resistance in bacteria [3] - [5] . In order for chip-based systems to reach required limits of detection (LOD) they must be sensitive to targets (e.g. DNA strands, proteins, or viruses) labeled with as few fluorescing molecules as possible. In addition, optofluidic systems need the ability to multiplex so that multiple targets can be detected simultaneously. A simple passive photonic device capable of optofluidic multiplexing is the MMI waveguide, which has been widely developed for use in telecommunications for its ability to split and combine optical signals. The MMI waveguide has a small footprint and was recently implemented for optofluidic multiplexing [6] . Multiplexing capabilities and sensitivity enhancements have already been shown for a liquid core anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide (LC-ARROW) platform [6] , [7] . As seen in Fig. 1 , the platform passes bioparticles orthogonally through an MMI excitation pattern, which consists of N equally spaced spots. The number of spots N is wavelength dependent giving the sensor its ability to multiplex. Standard fluorescent dyes which fluoresce at specific wavelengths are used to selectively label genetic markers, such as DNA strands. As labeled molecules pass the spot pattern they can be identified by the generated number of fluorescence peaks. The acquired signal can be enhanced through a simple signal processing algorithm to provide increased signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) [7] , [8] . This algorithm multiplies the collected fluorescence signal shifted by a multiple of the time between peaks T. For the spot pattern to be considered "high-fidelity", individual spots should be of uniform intensity, narrow, and clearly separated without background illumination between neighboring spots. The single-mode excitation waveguides used to excite the MMI waveguide are critical, as their geometry determines the size of the mode to be self-imaged in the MMI waveguide's output.
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In this letter, we concentrate on optimizing the buried rib excitation waveguide's structural geometry and demonstrate how they affect the fidelity of resulting excitation spot patterns and subsequent fluorescence signals. The buried design is necessary to reduce water absorption in the rib structure. Water absorption reduces mode confinement in the excitation waveguide and is detrimental to the MMI waveguide's excitation pattern [9] , [10] .
II. PLATFORM CONSTRAINTS The purpose of this section is to discuss the constraints inherent in the optofluidic platform that limits the MMI waveguide's design parameters. The optofluidic platform has already proven capable of simultaneous identification of various biomarkers, including labeled DNA strands and single viruses [6] , [11] , [12] . These results were attained with standard single-oxide rib waveguide design which produced less than optimal high-fidelity spot patterns. For the sensor to surpass previous limits in sensitivity, high-fidelity spot patterns from the MMI waveguide are prerequisite.
The platform, as illustrated in the top view image of Fig. 1 , consists of an MMI waveguide which intersects a liquid core between 5 and 6 μm tall and 12 μm wide. For the excitation modes to pass through the core at the optimum height and to provide structural integrity to the hollow channel, 6 μm of plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposited (PECVD) oxide is deposited as the optical guiding layer forming the walls of the liquid core. PECVD SiO 2 (n c = 1.51) is attractive as a guiding layer in our system as it can be deposited at low temperatures, achieves high thicknesses and has a low photoluminescence in the visible regime. PECVD SiO 2 is hygroscopic because of its low deposition temperatures. To prevent water absorption in the core, another 6 μm of PECVD oxide (n c = 1.45) is deposited to form a top cladding layer [10] , [13] . This comes at the cost of a reduced refractive index contrast of 3.9%, which fundamentally widens the mode compared to a non-buried rib waveguide of the same geometry [14] , [15] .
The reduced index contrast of the new buried structure also widens the effective width w ef f of the MMI waveguide. The geometry of the MMI waveguide is governed by
ef f L where n c is the refractive index of the core, L the length of the MMI waveguide, N the number of self-imaged spots, and λ the wavelength of excitation light [14] . In order to enable optofluidic multiplexing over various wavelengths, the MMI was designed to produce N = 7 spots at 633 nm, N = 8 spots at 556 nm and N = 9 at 488 nm. At these colors, the chosen fluorescent dyes are excited at their wavelengths of maximum absorption and the excitation beams are properly removed by a single penta-bandpass filter prior to being collected by a single-photon counting avalanche photodiode. The tight band dλ constraints from aligning emission wavelengths with the filter inflict strict fabrication tolerances on the width of the MMI waveguide. In order to fit within the required wavelength range, MMI widths must be accurate to +/ − 0.8% of target widths [14] . Further, the MMI waveguide must be made long to attain a common multiple of the beat lengths across these wavelengths [16] . Typically this increase can be minimized by reducing the width. However, the width of the waveguide must be kept wide to provide sufficient spacing between modes in order to avoid blurring the signal from the passing particles. Thus the waveguide must hold its tight tolerances over a larger area [17] , [18] . In order to achieve high-fidelity spot patterns suitable under these constraints, optimization experiments were required in order to match optical simulations.
III. FABRICATION AND DESIGN
The fabrication and design for the full biosensor can be found in reference [10] . The focus here is in the buried MMI waveguides used in the optimization experiments. To make the buried rib waveguides, we began with a single 100 mm 100 oriented silicon wafer which had 6 alternating commercially sputtered (Evaporated Coatings Inc.) dielectric films of silicon dioxide (SiO 2 , n = 1.47) and tantalum pentoxide (Ta 2 O 5 , n = 2.107), which form the ARROW layers. The wafer was placed into a PECVD reactor and 6 μm of silicon dioxide (n c = 1.51) was deposited. This film serves as the guiding layer for the excitation, collection and MMI waveguides. The oxide was patterned with positive photoresist (AZ3330) that forms the rib features. A thin film of Ni, ∼100 nm, was then evaporated over the wafer to serve as an etch mask. The Ni covering the resist was removed in a sonicated acetone bath followed by rinsing with isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The sonication ensures smooth side walls and complete removal of Ni in the etch field of the wafer. The rib waveguides were formed by anisotropically etching d e μm into the PECVD oxide, using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactive ion etcher (RIE), after which the Ni mask was removed and the waveguides underwent an anneal overnight at 300 • C. Annealing ensures that the oxide is "dry" prior to the cladding layer growth. A 6 μm cladding layer of PECVD SiO 2 (n = 1.45) was finally deposited over the rib structures forming buried rib waveguides (BRWs). The same reactor was used for the cladding layer, however the process parameters are adjusted to obtain the lower index of refraction [13] .
The lithography mask used for waveguide comparisons consists of different excitation waveguide geometries (x = 2, 4 and 6 μm wide) so comparable structures could be made on the same wafer. The excitation waveguides of various widths couple into 75 μm wide by 1975 μm long MMI waveguides on the same chip for ease of testing and comparison. Different etch depths were achieved by cleaving sections of the wafer after etching a specific depth. The cleaved piece was set aside as the rest of the wafer underwent further etching. This was repeated until various etch depths d e were attained.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To examine which excitation waveguide geometry would produce the optimal input mode, the BRWs with varying excitation widths and depths were characterized by capturing optical mode images for each geometry. Multiple chips with all excitation waveguide widths (measured 2.8 μm, 4.5 μm, 6.5 μm) and specific etch depths were cleaved by diamond scribe to produce smooth facets appropriate for optical testing.
Each chip was placed on a chip mount attached to a five axis stage and aligned to a single mode fiber excited by a 633 nm laser (Thorlabs S1FC635). For all tests we coupled light into the fundamental mode of the waveguide. The output mode at the chip edge was guided off-chip by an objective lens and the image captured by a CCD camera. The saved images were then used to calculate the horizontal full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for each mode. Simulations of each expected mode profile for the various geometries were also calculated using Photon Design's FIMMWAVE software.
In order to characterize the output at the end facet of an MMI waveguide, a figure of merit Peak-Valley Difference (P2VD) is defined as the normalized intensity difference between a detected peak and an adjoining valley, was calculated for each imaged MMI spot pattern. Further, we fit the MMI spot pattern plot into a sum of Gaussian functions using non-linear least square fitting method to obtain the FWHM for each spot in the pattern and took the average. These metrics were used to quantify the fidelity of the MMI waveguide's interference/spot pattern and verify the input mode is correctly self-imaged. The MMI waveguide output pattern was captured similarly to that of the excitation modes using a white light laser source (NKT Photonics) coupled into the ARROW chip. Wavelength scans between the wavelengths of 430 nm and 670 nm were made to generate different MMI waveguide spot patterns. Those which produced patterns with highest fidelity were recorded. The excitation mode of the MMI waveguides input was then recorded at the wavelengths corresponding to the imaged spot patterns.
To verify that the optimized waveguide geometries improved the overall operation of the optofluidic platform, 200 nm fluorescence beads (FluoSpheres™F8806) stained with Cy-5 and Alexa 488 dyes at a concentration of 10 7 beads/mL were flowed through the full sensor and excited by the MMI spot pattern at wavelengths of 488 nm, 556 nm and 633 nm to capture fluorescence traces for optimized and non-optimized devices. The setup used to capture the trace is shown in Fig. 1 . The fluorescence signal was coupled off chip by a 12 μm wide collection waveguide to a single-photon avalanche photodiode (Excelitas). To eliminate the excitation wavelengths, the signal passed through a single penta-bandpass optical filter (FF01-440/521/607/694/809-25, Semrock).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental and simulated results from measuring the FWHM for various excitation waveguides are shown in Fig. 3 . Experimental data points come from an average of five waveguides. As expected, narrower excitation waveguides produce tighter optical modes as shown in their FWHM. Also evident is the role that the etch depth plays in the lateral confinement. The FWHM drastically increases at etch depths less than 3 μm for the wider waveguides and 2 μm wide waveguides completely lose confinement at ∼3.5 μm depths. At these depths the experimental data deviates from the simulated data as the rib structures provides little to no confinement for the modes, especially at narrower widths. We attribute this to fabrication refractive index variance in the core and cladding of the BRWs inherent from the deposition method [19] and roughness at the interface from the rib etch. As the etch depth increases, the optical mode becomes more confined and elliptical within the area of the rib itself. Improvement to the mode FWHM stops at around an etch depth of 4 μm. Etching through the oxide into the underlying ARROW layers, an additional ∼1.3 μm, also does not improve the confinement of the mode. These account for the etch depths greater than 6 μm in the graph.
As expected, the optimum width to produce tight modes requires waveguides as narrow as lithography conditions allow, here between 2 and 3 μm. The data also indicates that the optimum etch depth for a 6 μm thick SiO 2 core layer with a top cladding layer is just over 4 μm. Etching any deeper increases process time and produces excessive etch roughness in the field. Deeper etches tend to form micro pillars in the etch field, which causes the cladding layer to form undesired air pockets as it is deposited over the pillars.
The excitation waveguide for the full optimized optofluidic device used for testing with fluorescent beads, measured to be ∼3 μm wide by 5 μm tall for the optimized device, when imaged by an SEM. Fig. 4a shows MMI pattern taken from top-down view of the liquid core waveguide filled with a quantum dot solution and excited at the wavelength that produced the best 8-spot pattern for each chip. The optimized chip shows improvement in both FWHM and P2VD. In this example, the FWHM drops from 6.3 μm to 4 μm for an optimized device (Quantum dot patterns usually give wider spots than direct facet measurement because of scattering through the top oxide). Likewise, the P2VD increased from 0.42 to 0.75, demonstrating significant performance improvement in both key parameters.
The full optofluidic sensor with optimized waveguide geometries also shows excellent response to the multi-spot MMI excitation. The fluorescence trace shown in Fig. 4b , illustrates data collected at a 633 nm wavelength as beads pass the excitation beams. As we can see, evenly spaced counts are visible when zoomed into the signal. These peaks can be used to identify the passing target because it clearly defines T between peaks. The peaks are quite uniform which will result in improved SNR enhancement after signal processing. Further, the individual spots of the pattern do not produce overlap between spots resulting in reduced background noise and false recognition from the algorithm. The generated peak pattern in Fig. 4b can be compared to peak patterns generated from waveguides that were not optimized in Fig. 4c and d . The non-uniformity of these peaks results in reduced detection accuracy. It is evident that high-fidelity spot patterns produced from MMI waveguides are important for high-sensitivity multiplexed detection of passing target molecules.
